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IntROduCtIOn
Diabetes mellitus constitutes a serious public health concern 
worldwide [1]. It occurs as a result of either insulin deficiency due 
to the loss of pancreatic beta cells (type 1 diabetes) or insulin 
insensitivity/resistance (type 2 diabetes) [2]. Hyperglycaemia is 
the hallmark of both types of diabetes. The common deleterious 
effects of diabetes are neuropathy, nephropathy, retinopathy and 
cardiovascular diseases. But it can affect the mineralized skeletal 
tissue also leading to either bone demineralization or changes in 
the bone matrix or both resulting in bone fragility. Conversely, there 
is evidence that secretion of insulin can be affected by bone [3]. 
Both type 1 (T1DM) and type 2 Diabetes (T2DM) are known to have 
significant effects on bone health [3].

Quality of the alveolar bone is a key factor in the pathogenesis of 
Diabetes Mellitus (DM) related oral diseases. Hence, evaluation of 
mandibular bone density is of utmost importance for diagnosis as 
well as management strategies like implant placement, grafting in 
periodontal problems etc., [4]. Unfortunately, studies concerning 
the relationship between diabetes and the alterations in mandibular 
Bone Mineral Density (BMD) are few. But due to large number of 
patients with DM, this condition cannot be neglected in the daily 
routine of dental clinics. Dual Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry (DEXA) 
is the widely accepted gold standard method of clinical bone mineral 
measurement [5].

Even though studies have shown that mandibular BMD 
measurements by DEXA are comparable with that of lumbar 
spine, femoral neck and forearm, they are seldom used because 

of superimposition of opposite side [6-9]. Another limitation of 
DEXA is that, it is an expensive technique and therefore, a less 
expensive alternative should be agreed upon, to assess the skeletal 
density [10]. Panoramic radiographs are one of the routinely taken 
radiographs in dental practice [11].

Literature search revealed that the thickness of the inferior cortex 
of the mandible is found to be useful in predicting occurrence of 
osteoporosis in people [12]. For the quantitative and qualitative 
assessment of mandibular bone mass and resorption, a number 
of radiomorphometric indices are available and they are used 
in studies to evaluate BMD of mandible which show substantial 
correlation also. Many studies have shown a good correlation 
between mandibular and skeletal BMD as well [13]. 

Hence, the aim of the present study was to perform radiomorphometric 
measurements of the mandibular bone on panoramic radiographs 
of diabetics and non diabetic individuals so that diabetes induced 
mandibular bony changes could be assessed. The secondary 
objectives of the study were to determine: (1) any difference in bone 
morphology between T1DM and T2DM and also in diabetics on 
Calcium/vitamin D supplementation; (2) any co-relation between 
HbA1c values and panoramic radiomorphometric indices.

MAtERIALS And MEtHOdS
This cross-sectional study was approved by the Ethical Committee 
at Amrita School of Dentistry, Kochi, Kerala, India, where the 
study was conducted. A written informed consent was obtained 
from all participants. This study was done on patients who visited 
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ABStRACt
Introduction: Bone health is a crucial concern in diabetes. 
There are evidences for relating diabetes mellitus as a risk 
factor for osteoporotic fractures. Because of the large number 
of patients with diabetes, this condition cannot be neglected 
in the daily routine of dental clinics. Previous studies revealed 
that the thickness of the inferior cortex of the mandible can be 
used to predict occurrence of osteoporosis in patients. Apart 
from this, literature also supports the fact that panoramic 
radiomorphometric indices are significantly correlated with 
mandibular bone mineral density.

Aim: To measure radiomorphometric indices of mandible on 
panoramic radiographs of diabetics and non diabetic individuals 
so that diabetes induced mandibular bony changes could be 
assessed. 

Materials and Methods: This cross-sectional study was done 
on 100 people who were divided in to 4 groups of 25 subjects 
each. Group 1 consisted of healthy controls; Group 2 consisted 

of type 2 diabetes mellitus subjects; Group 3 consisted of type 
2 diabetics on calcium supplements and Group 4 had subjects 
with type 1 diabetes. A panoramic radiograph was taken for all 
sample population. Images were saved and viewed in DICOM 
format. After taking DICOM printout, all indices were manually 
drawn and measurements were taken. Kruskal wallis test was 
used to compare panoramic indices between groups. Since it 
was significant, dunn bonferroni test was applied.

Results: MI (Mental Index), AI (Antegonial Index) and GI (Gonial 
Index) showed statistically significant difference between 
diabetics and healthy controls. PMI (Panoramic Mandibular 
Index) had no appreciable variation between diabetics and non 
diabetics.

Conclusion: There was a significant reduction of bone mineral 
density in type 1 as well as type 2 diabetics. Thus MI, AI and 
GI can be considered as a primary screening tool for better 
appreciation of diabetic bone mineral density. 
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RESuLtS 
The average age of the study population was 50.86±11.54 years. 
The mean duration of diabetes in the present study population 
was 8.51±6.98 years. The mean HbA1c value of diabetic patients 
was 8.12±2.16 %. Among the diabetic population, 40% had family 
history of diabetes. Insulin users constituted 36% of the diabetic 
patients where as 53.3% were on multiple oral hypoglycemic drugs.  
Rest of the diabetics (10.6%) used both controlling measures. We 
had equal distribution of male and female population in all 4 groups 
i.e., 25% each.

The results showed that panoramic mandibular index has no 
appreciable variation between diabetic patients and healthy controls 
[Table/Fig-3]. 

Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology during the period 
December 2014 to March 2016. Patients with HbA1c level > 6.5% 
were included in the study. Patients with completely edentulous 
mandible, parafunctional habits like bruxism, unilateral chewing etc, 
patients with history of traumatic injuries to mandible, orthognathic 
surgeries, any jaw bone pathology, radiotherapy to head and neck 
region and other systemic illnesses affecting bone were excluded 
from the study.

A total of 100 people were included in this pilot study which consisted 
of 75 diabetic patients and 25 non diabetic individuals. The study 
population was divided equally among four subgroups. Group 1 had 
25 non-diabetic individuals (Controls), Group 2 had 25 T2DM patients, 
Group 3 had 25 T2DM patients on Ca/vit D supplements and Group 
4 had 25 T1DM patients. A panoramic radiograph was taken for all 
sample population as advised by their respective clinicians as a part 
of investigation related to their oral complaints. Images were taken 
using SIRONA ORTHOPHOS XG5 with following exposure factors ie 
74 KVp, 8 mA, 14.1 sec which resulted in an exposure of 15 µSv and 
a magnification of 19%. Images were saved and viewed in DICOM 
format. Patient factors including demographic data, diabetes history as 
well as recent blood sugar level were recorded.

In order to achieve a standard, the radiographs were taken by a 
single examiner. Patients were positioned in the dental panoramic 
machine in such a way that the vertical line produced by the machine 
was aligned with the patient’s sagittal plane and the horizontal line 
(Frankfort plane) parallel to the floor. After taking DICOM printout, all 
indices [Table/Fig-1] [14,15] were manually drawn and measurements 
were taken using a graduated scale and divider [Table/Fig-2].

index Description
normal 
value

Panoramic 
Mandibular 
Index (PMI)

Calculated as the ratio of the mandibular cortical 
thickness measured on the line perpendicular to 
the bottom of the mandible, at the middle of mental 
foramen, by the distance between the superior margin of 
mental foramen and bottom of the mandible.

>0.3

Mental Index 
(MI)

The measurement of the mandibular cortical thickness 
on the line perpendicular to the bottom of the mandible 
at the middle of the mental foramen.

>3.1 
mm

Antegonial 
Index (AI)

The measurement of the mandibular cortical thickness 
measured on the line perpendicular to the mandibular 
cortex at the intersection with the tangent line to the 
anterior border of the ramus.

>3.2 
mm

Gonial Index
(GI)

The measurement of the mandibular cortical thickness 
measured on the bisectrix of the angle between the 
tangent lines to the posterior border of the ramus of 
mandible and the bottom of the mandible.

>1.2 
mm

[table/Fig-1]: Description of radiomorphometric indices [14,15].

StAtIStICAL AnALySIS
Statistical Analysis was done using IBM SPSS Statistics 20 windows 
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA). Kruskal wallis test was used to compare 
panoramic indices between groups. Since it was significant, dunn 
bonferroni test was applied. To obtain the relationship between 
HbA1c and panoramic indices, Karl pearson correlation method 
was applied. The p-value of < 0.05 was considered as statistically 
significant.

Groups n mean±SD (mm) f-value p-value

Controls 25 3.12±0.33

21.246 < 0.001 (HS)
T2DM 25 2.57±0.28

T2DM on Ca/vit D 25 2.49±0.33

T1DM 25 2.69±0.25

[table/Fig-2]: Radiomorphometric indices – Gonial index, Antegonial index, Men-
tal index. (a) Panoramic mandibular index (a/b)

Groups n mean±SD (mm) f-value p-value

Controls 25 0.21±0.04

1.385 0.25 (NS)
T2DM 25 0.17±0.02

T2DM on Ca/vit D 25 0.28±0.36

T1DM 25 0.22±0.05

[table/Fig-3]: Comparison of average PMI between groups.
NS-Non significant; **Test applied-Kruskal wallis test

Groups n mean±SD (mm) f-value p-value

Controls 25 3.14±0.51 

4.221 0.008 (S)
T2DM 25 2.82±0.38

T2DM on Ca/vit D 25 2.82±0.47

T1DM 25 2.73±0.38

[table/Fig-4]: Comparison of average MI between groups.
S-Significant; *Test applied-Kruskal wallis test

[table/Fig-6]: Comparison of average AI between groups.
HS-Highly significant; *Test applied-Kruskal wallis test

When the average MI between 4 groups was compared, it was 
found to be statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) [Table/Fig-4]. 
Hence it can be inferred that the mean value of mental index of 
diabetic patients were less than that of healthy controls. 

The result of pairwise comparison of mental index within groups is 
depicted in [Table/Fig-5]. The comparison of MI between controls 
and T1DM was found to be statistically significant (p-value <0.05).

The average AI between four groups when compared was found to 
be statistically highly significant (p-value <0.001) [Table/Fig-6]. This 
shows that the mean value of antegonial index in diabetic subjects 
was significantly less than non diabetic subjects. 

The pair wise comparison [Table/Fig-7] revealed that AI between 
controls and all other groups were found to be highly significant 
(p-value <0.001). Hence, it can be concluded that AI value of T1DM, 
T2DM and T2DM on Ca/vit D were significantly lower than non 
diabetic individuals. 

Parameter Groups p-value

MI

Controls

T2DM 0.072

T2DM on Ca/vit D 0.067

T1DM 0.008 (S)

T2DM
T2DM on Ca/vit D 1.000

T1DM 0.989

T2DM on Ca/vit D T1DM 0.345

[table/Fig-5]: Pairwise comparison of MI within groups.
S–Significant; *Test applied - dunn bonferroni
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When the average GI between 4 groups were compared, it was 
found to be statistically highly significant (p-value <0.001) [Table/
Fig-8]. This demonstrated that the mean gonial index of diabetic 
patients is very less when compared with normal individuals.

The pairwise comparison [Table/Fig-9] showed that the GI value was 
found to be highly significant between controls and T2DM as well 
as T2DM on Ca/vit D i.e., (p < 0.001). The GI was also found to be 
significant when compared between controls and diabetic groups 
as well as between TIDM and T2DM on Ca/vit D (p < 0.05).

T1DM and T2DM on bone mass can be attributed to their opposite 
insulin-secretory pattern ie hypoinsulinemia vs hyperinsulinemia 
[17,18]. Medical literature review provides evidences for relating 
diabetes mellitus as a risk factor for osteoporotic fractures [19]. 
Despite a huge amount of accumulated data on the effect of 
diabetes on bone, many queries remain unanswered, with various 
researches producing contradictory results. This may be due to the 
complicated pathophysiology of diabetes, variations in the skeletal 
sites examined, difference in techniques employed for bone density 
assessment as well as due to the differences in the duration, severity 
and treatment aspects of diabetes in various studies [17].

Panoramic radiography is relatively inexpensive and is regarded as 
an important screening radiograph of dental diagnostic radiology. In 
order to assess the signs of resorption and osteoporosis based on 
bone quality and quantity, multiple qualitative and quantitative indices 
like the Mandibular Cortical Index (MCI), Panoramic Mandibular 
Index (PMI), Mental Index (MI) and Antegonial Index (AI) has been 
developed using panoramic radiographs [20]. Multiple studies have 
demonstrated a correlation between mandibular cortical analyses 
of dental panoramic radiographs and lumbar spine & hip BMDs 
[11,21-23]. Dagistan S et al., Leite A F et al., Taguchi A et al., 
Ledgerton D, Dutra V et al., Benson BW et al., had validated the 
efficacy of panoramic radiomorphometric indices in diagnosing low 
BMD through their studies [11,21,23-26]. As far as we are aware, 
there are no studies comparing the PMI, MI, AI and GI values in 
the panoramic radiographs of diabetes mellitus patients with that of 
normal population.

Family history of a particular disease entity replicates the effects of 
genetic susceptibility, shared environment and general behaviours 
[27]. Among our study population, 40% had positive family history. 
This result is consistent with Marinho NB et al., and Shaikh MA 
et al., reports which revealed family history of diabetes in 47% 
patients [28,29]. The current status of mean HbA1c level of diabetic 
subjects in our study was 8.12%. This is comparable with the 
results of Yousefzadeh G et al research where the diabetic subjects 
had mean HbA1c level 8.56% [30]. In Harris SB et al., study done 
among Canadian population as well as in Mark T et al., study among 
Australian patients, the average HbA1c values were 7.7% and 7.3% 
respectively [31,32]. This is less when compared with our Indian 
population. This difference in diabetic status can be attributed to the 
interplay of socioeconomic features of the locality as well as to the 
inappropriate knowledge about disease management.

Our study highlights the significance of measuring the blood 
sugar level with HbA1c. Many patients take increased amount of 
antidiabetic medicines or fast before they come to check blood 
sugar level. This can produce erroneous values if it is Random 
Blood Sugar (RBS)/Post Prandial Blood Sugar (PPBS). But in case 
of HbA1c test, such subjective errors will be overrided because it 
identifies average plasma glucose concentration over a time period 
rather than on the day of test which can be reflected on bone 
density as well. According to American Diabetic Association, HbA1c 
level 7% or less is considered as good glucose control [33]. The 
outcomes of our study demonstrated that only 37.3% of diabetic 
patients had acceptable HbA1c value of <7%. The remaining ones 
had undesirable diabetic status. Psychosocial impacts, inadequate 
self care regimens, detachment to healthcare amenities and non-
compliance to treatment may be the limiting factors for poor 
glycaemic control in the developing countries including ours [34].     

All the radiomorphometric indices except the PMI revealed significant 
difference between diabetic patients and healthy individuals. This 
difference demonstrated the quantitative bone changes due to 
diabetes and also that these indices could demonstrate these 
changes. The thickness of mandibular cortex below mental foramen 
should be <3 mm has been stated as an efficient parameter for 
diagnosis of low bone mineral density in ample number of 
studies [11,21,23]. Due to lack of related studies of panoramic 

variable n
hbA1c

p-value
Correlation Coefficient

PMI 100 0.014 0.886

MI 100 -0.160 0.113

AI 100 -0.341 0.001 (S)

GI 100 -0.230 0.021 (S)

[table/Fig-7]: Pairwise comparison of AI within groups.
HS-Highly significant; *Test applied-dunn bonferroni

[table/Fig-9]: Pairwise comparison of GI within groups.
HS-Highly significant; S-Significant; *Test applied-dunn bonferroni

[table/Fig-10]: Correlation between HbA1c values and RMIs.
S-Significant; *Test applied-Karl pearson correlation method

[table/Fig-8]: Comparison of average GI between groups.
HS-Highly significant; *Test applied-Kruskal wallis test

Parameter Groups p-value

AI

Controls

T2DM < 0.001 (HS)

T2DM on Ca/vit D < 0.001 (HS)

T1DM < 0.001 (HS)

T2DM
T2DM on Ca/vit D 0.426

T1DM 0.924

T2DM on Ca/vit D T1DM 0.123

Parameter Groups p-value

GI

Controls

T2DM < 0.001 (HS)

T2DM on Ca/vit D < 0.001 (HS)

T1DM 0.001(S)

T2DM
T2DM on Ca/vit D 0.9877

T1DM 0.106

T2DM on Ca/vit D T1DM 0.009 (S)

Groups n mean±Sd (mm) f-value p-value

Controls 25 1.20±0.30

21.083 < 0.001 (HS)
T2DM 25 0.74±0.23

T2DM on Ca/vit D 25 0.68±0.23

T1DM 25 0.91±0.23

The correlation between HbA1c values of the study subjects and 
the radiomorphometric indices was assessed [Table/Fig-10]. The 
PMI showed a positive correlation with HbA1c value but it was not 
statistically significant. The MI showed a negative correlation with 
HbA1c values but again values were not statistically significant. 
Both AI and GI showed negative correlation with HbA1c values 
and they were statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). These results 
indicated that antegonial index and gonial index values increased 
when the HbA1c values decreased. Hence our study revealed that 
when HbA1c values are maintained within their normal range, the 
bone density can be improved.

dISCuSSIOn
Diabetes is the most common non communicable disease globally 
which requires lifelong care [16]. Bone health is a crucial concern 
in diabetes. Both type 1 as well as type 2 diabetes have been 
associated with increased fracture risk through similar but potentially 
diverse mechanisms [3,17]. The difference between the effects of 
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radiomorphometric indices, involving diabetic patients, we do not 
have sufficient data with which to compare our results.

The mean value of mental index of diabetic patients in our study 
was less than that of healthy individuals. Devlin H and Horner K [35] 
evaluated the validity of various cortical indices and reported that MI 
contributed significantly to the diagnosis of low mineral density of 
skeletal bone. Pair wise comparisons of all groups with respect to 
MI, revealed that T1DM patients had significantly low bone mineral 
density when compared with healthy controls. Similar findings have 
been noted by Gunczler P et al., Valerio G et al., and Saha M T et al., 
in their study population [16,18,36]. Osteoblastic dysfunction rather 
than osteoclastic overfunction is suggested as the main cause 
for low bone mineral density in T1DM [37]. Early age at diagnosis 
leading to decreased bone build up, longer duration, sustained poor 
glycemic control and high insulin doses are other related causes 
behind decreased BMD in T1DM [38]. There is relative scarcity of 
studies regarding low mineral density in T1DM from India. In this 
regard, our results are consistent with the results of Joshi A et al., 
study from Western India [22]. Hence, it may be concluded that 
Indian patients with T1DM are at an increased risk for fracture.

Ledgerton D et al., evaluated AI measurements of 500 panoramic 
radiographs in terms of age, dentition and social class [24]. From 
their results, they interpreted AI as a possible indicator of skeletal 
osteopenia. Bras J et al., recommended that gonial cortical 
thickness less than 1 mm can be considered as an indicator of 
metabolic bone loss [39]. Kribbs PJ et al., also supported this by 
suggesting a correlation between cortical thickness at gonion and 
BMD of spine and cubitus [20,40]. The mean GI and AI of diabetic 
patients was very less when compared to non diabetic individuals 
in our study. Pairwise comparisons between various groups with 
respect to AI and GI values demonstrated that both T1DM and 
T2DM patients had significantly low bone mineral density than 
normal control subjects.

Our findings were similar to the Wang XR et al., and Yaturu S et al., 
results where decreased BMD was reported in T2DM [41,42]. Even 
though bone metabolism is influenced by type 2 diabetes mellitus, its 
relation with bone mineral density remains conflicting across studies 
[43]. Various studies have shown that BMD in T2DM can either be 
similar, increased or decreased in comparison with healthy controls. 
The accurate pathophysiology behind bone density changes in 
T2DM has not been well clarified. Literature review suggests that 
BMD in T2DM can be influenced by several pathogenetic factors 
and multiple acquired conditions pertaining to diabetes. Circulating 
insulin/insulin growth factors as well as estrogen levels are the key 
pathogenetic factors [38]. 

The decreased BMD noted in our T2DM patients is contradictory 
to the reports of Raj S et al., and Sahin G et al, where increased 
BMD is observed in T2DM patients when compared with healthy 
controls [44,45]. Adil C et al., and Ay S et al., demonstrated that 
bone mineral density does not seem to be affected in T2DM patients 
which is also incompatible with our results [27,46]. The differences 
in these results can be attributed to the huge discrepancies in the 
study design, methods of BMD assessment and variations in the 
site of BMD analysis, selection of patients and difference in duration 
of DM and presence or absence of complications [43]. 

Calcium and vitamin D have long been accepted as valuable and 
essential nutrients for bone health. The mechanisms behind the 
effect of vitamin D or calcium on type 2 diabetes are not clear. In both 
animal and human studies, impaired pancreatic β-cell function has 
been reported with vitamin D insufficiency [33,47-49] while vitamin 
D supplementation restores insulin secretion [48,50-54]. In our 
study, we assessed the influence of calcium/vitamin D supplements 
on bone health in type 2 diabetes. The results suggested no 
significant improvement in BMD due to intake of calcium/vitamin 
D supplements. Former studies with vitamin D supplementation 
in patients with type 2 diabetes have shown conflicting results 

according to literature [51,52,54,55]. Lesser number of study 
population as well as variation in the formulation of vitamin D/ calcium 
taken by study population may be a reason for inconclusive results 
in our study. Also, we didn’t take in to consideration the impact of 
duration of diabetes and antidiabetic therapy as well as duration of 
Ca/vit D therapy while assessing the influence of calcium/vitamin 
D on bone health. Hence, randomized controlled trials specifically 
designed for these outcomes should be carried out to obtain more 
objective inferences.

Due to improved insights regarding the role of HbA1c in diabetes 
scenario, HbA1c has become a premier spot of clinical research 
today. Present study pointed out that when HbA1c values are 
maintained within their normal range, the bone density can be 
improved. This is in agreement with Danielson KK et al., who stated 
that optimal glycemic control may prevent low BMD leading to 
reduction in fracture risk [34]. The strengths of our study are: 1) 
Standardized evaluation of the radiographs of the study population; 
2) Selection of age and sex matched diabetic patients as well as 
control population; 3) Equal distribution of men and women in all 
groups thus enabling a comparison between respective groups; 
4) Standardized documentation of all diabetes related parameters 
thus ensuring a high quality data. 

The panoramic radiographs are associated with intrinsic errors and 
observer variability. So, there will be limitation in the repeatability 
of panoramic radiographic measurements. Another limitation is the 
relatively small sample size of diabetic patients with respect to the 
complex questions addressed in the study. Hence, this study can 
be considered as an initial work on the same and further studies 
with large sample size taking in to consideration disease duration as 
well as treatment period are required to draw solid conclusions.

COnCLuSIOn
MI, AI and GI can be used as primary screening tool for evaluating 
quantitative bone changes due to diabetes.  Due to different 
pathogenesis of type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus, the ensuing 
bone changes also differ. The HbA1c levels are more predictive 
of diabetic status and the resultant bone changes. Hence its 
maintenance within normal limits may lead to improved bone 
density.
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